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German-Serbian exchange about Inclusion in Hannover
REPORT FOR NATIONAL SOCIETY OF RED CROSS

A report from a study trip to Germany by independent persons with various types of disabilities and 
Red Cross volunteers

2.-13. July 2022

INCLUSION IS A HUMAN RIGHT

The incentive for the continuation of the “Illusion and Journalism” project is primarily the re-
sult of the “first” journalistic steps and exceptional engagement, which were “made by the participants 
of the first trip to Hanover within the framework of the European Union project and the Erasmus + 
program, organized by the German association Janun with which the Red krst Kragujevac has decades 
of cooperation (GRANT NUMBER 2019-3-DE04-KA105-018752).

The engagement of the first group of “volunteer journalists”, permanent articles in the news-
paper Kragujevac, about every day and meeting spent in Lower Saxony, which aimed to get to know 
organizations and people who advocate for inclusion, primarily in Hanover, were an “invitation card”. 
for the new group, now consisting of 12 members, to familiarize themselves with the topic “Inclusion 
and Journalism” and to translate everything they see, hear, learn and experience into media content.

The main goal of the trip was to bring to my city that is. cities (the team also included two guys 
from the Red Cross of Niš), guidelines for improving inclusion in the local community and beyond.

INCLUSIVE FESTIVAL

The unique experience that this group had was visiting the inclusive festival KLATSCHMOHN, 
and then talking and socializing with the festival organizers, actors, ballet troupe and volunteers.

 

Catalog of the Inclusive Festival                      Joint photo with the participants of the 
Inclusive Festival

 In a free translation into our language, the festival would be called “POPPY FLOWER”, because 
poppies grow everywhere and in every place, which in a way sends the message that you can’t do with-
out inclusion.

 The inclusive theater festival was held every year, but after the festival was canceled in 2020 
and 2021, more tickets were requested for this one.
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The festival gives children, young people and adults the opportunity to present their musical 
and creative abilities to the general public. Sign language interpreters translated every spoken word 
into sign language throughout the festival. A special event as part of the inclusive festival was the ex-
hibition of joint paintings by academic painters and people with disabilities, which are dedicated to 
painting and drawing.

MEETING AGAIN WITH A UNIQUE WOMAN

 

Mrs. Hamann, first from the right of the table                    Interview with Mrs. Hamann

Mrs. Hamann shows the preserved letters of the first group of journalists

A similar strong feeling, which will not be forgotten, is the meeting with Mrs. Haman, who, al-
though retired, heard about our visit and came to City House, where she tirelessly fought for inclusion 
in the entire region during her working life, and spent time in discussion, answers to questions and 
counseling for more than two hours, but what made this meeting and parting even more emotional 
was the letter of thanks from the first group, the report on the visit and all the newspaper articles from 
“Kragujevac”, which appeared regularly describing every detail of the first visit to Kragujevac. The new 
group was especially touched by the fact that Mrs. Haman “jealously” kept that material, namely her 
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assistants wanted to use it to put some of the material in it for us, but she reacted violently and did not 
allow it. That moment, more than any words, somehow showed her combativeness and commitment 
to building a society based on the respect of every human being, as a dignified being: “I always looked 
for an opportunity for everyone to get involved. However, I am not satisfied, it can be better, first of all, 
people with disabilities must be for each other and achieve unity”

WORKING VISIT TO THE JANUN ORGANIZATION IN HANOVER

Although we all use them, it was a completely new experience for everyone, participating in a 
workshop organized by Januna on the topic: “Possibilities and risks of social media”, i.e. how we can use 
social media for the topic of inclusion to reach as many people as possible. Self-organizing into research 
groups, the workshop ended with the preparation of good questions for meetings with experts, whose 
posts or meetings were planned.

 

Working visit to Janun organization          Tasks after the workshop in Janun
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  COUNSELING CENTER FOR INCLUSION

Since 2007, Hannover has had an Advisory Center for Inclusion, which is currently headed by 
Mr. Weber, who pleasantly surprised us, because he translated his presentation into Cyrillic, so that his 
presentation could be easier to follow.

  

Mr. Weber’s presentation     Joint picture with Mr. Weber in front of the Counseling Center

The center was founded in 2007 as an association of citizens for the integration of people with 
disabilities, then it became an institution of importance for the local community, and the Association 
continued to work under the name MITTENDRIN GRUP HANOVER - Association for Inclusion.

After “the change of perspective, we exchanged experiences for a long time, which we gained 
in wheelchairs, driving them through the city of over 500,000 inhabitants. After this unique way of 
learning and understanding people in wheelchairs, trained people with Down syndrome, members of 
the association Mittendrin, which fights for inclusion, prepared two very tasty refreshing drinks for us 
and in a very relaxed atmosphere spent a long time hanging out with us and enjoying their positive and 
cheerful presentation, but with a strong emotional message about the importance of inclusion.

A trained person with Down syndrome prepares refreshing drinks at the Mittendrin association
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HANOVER IN A WHEELCHAIR

The first group in 2019 played basketball in wheelchairs, and the new group experienced and 
discovered Hanover in wheelchairs. In the Center for Helping People in Wheelchairs, not only disabled 
people are trained to use wheelchairs, but also volunteers and interested family members. The goal 
of our visit was to familiarize ourselves with the work of all the services in the Center, but above all 
to learn the methods and acquire the skills so that we can “experience” the handicap as well, driving 
around Hanover Park in the center of the city.

 

Education for wheelchair management     Educating a person using a wheelchair how 
to give proper instructions for climbing stairs

 

Joint photo with the managers of the Center for Assistance to the Disabled   Through Hanover in a wheelchair
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                                   Presentation of the suffering of albino people in Malawi

Every meeting, meeting, workshop brought new emotions, changed and strengthened atti-
tudes, brought group members closer together, but it was very difficult for everyone to learn about 
the sad fate of albino people living in Malawi, Africa, which Mr. Juma Wasili, who lives and works in 
Germany and fights against the terrible violence suffered by his albino compatriots. Namely because 
of superstition, that is. beliefs that they bring bad luck, children and albino adults are abused and 
mutilated to death. In the neighboring country of Tanzania, they believe that the authorities ie. albino 
body parts bring wealth, so organ dealers make huge sums of money on the black market trading their 
organs or remains.

                                                 Getting to know the Let’s Take a Stand Against Bullying program

The plane crash that was soon waiting for us, which we might have thought about before meet-
ings, meetings, socializing and work, was no longer important to us. The working part before the official 
closing of the program and evaluation ended with another great presentation about the informal pro-
gram, which is implemented in German schools called “Let’s take a stand against bullying”, whose goal 
is to prevent peer abuse and provide support, i.e. education on how to ask for support.

The program also aims to help the “bully” on the way to a positive change in behavior.
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In every school, this program is a great support for preventive work. Students, parents and 
teachers benefit from support in the area of   non-violent behaviour. It is important to note that the 
program is carried out exclusively by young trained professionals.

Information about the program, the obligation and the method of implementation, encour-
aged the volunteers and employees of the Red Cross, who for almost two decades have been imple-
menting a similar program called: “Promotion of Human Values”, which has the same goal, but is still 
not mandatory, although it has received excellent evaluations from educators, students and parents.

In addition to the work part of the visit, the group also had free time to get to know Hanover, 
Hamburg, Celle and Burgdorf better, the place where the group was housed and lived together in a 
beautiful house, walked in small streets and exercised in an inclusive park, all thanks to the financial 
the support of the European Union, the good organization of director Janun, Mr. Achim Riman, a grad-
uate social pedagogue, and the enthusiasm of people with disabilities from Niš and Kragujevac and 
volunteers.

Red Cross volunteers and people with different types of disabilities participated in the project: 
Miljana Perić, Vanja Stevanić, Jovana Ranković, Anđela Jovanović, Nevena Lazarević, Dejan Milović, Dušan 
Ignjatović, Veljko Rakonjac, Srđan Šćekić, Goran Bačanin and Jovan Simić, and the group leader Nevenka 
Bogdanović was the secretary of the Kragujevac Red Cross (Six with dissability and rest without).

INCLUSION IS LIKE TOLERANCE, ONLY BETTER

   

Inclusive park in Burgdorf     A joint photo in front of the house where the project participants stayed

Group photo in the Inclusive Park in Burgdorf. Mr. Achim Riemann is seated second from the left
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The report on photos

Hanover tailored to people with disabilities
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Picture on the wall in Metro,

illustrates the story of the blind girl and the founding of Hanover, which dates back to 1350.
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Our home in Burgdorf 

Happy in our home
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Park in Burgdorf adapted for the disabled
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Exchange about the program, expectations & wishes, rules:
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Workshop
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 History and present Hanover:
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The participants met with Mrs. Haman, who, although retired, heard about our visit and came to Grdska 
House, where she tirelessly fought for inclusion in the entire region during her working life, and spent time in discus-
sion, answering questions and counseling, more from two hours
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Although we all use them, it was a completely new experience for everyone, participating in a workshop orga-
nized by Januna on the topic: “Possibilities and risks of social media”, i.e. how we can use social media for the topic 
of inclusion to reach as many people as possible. Self-organizing into research groups, the workshop ended with the 
preparation of good questions for meetings with experts, whose posts or meetings were planned.
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Visit to the organization „Mittendrin“ that fights for inclusion in Hannover

In Hanover, we visited the Advisory Center for Inclusion, which is currently headed by Mr. Weber, who pleas-
antly surprised us, because he translated his presentation into Cyrillic, so that his presentation would be easier to 
follow.
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Trained people with Down syndrome, members of the association Mittendrin, which fights for inclusion, pre-
pared two very tasty refreshing drinks for us and in a very relaxed atmosphere spent a long time hanging out with us 
and enjoying their positive and cheerful presentation, but with a strong emotional message about the importance 
inclusions.
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Visit of the theatre-festival about inclusion (https://projekttheater-klatschmohn.de)
The unique experience that this group had was visiting the inclusive festival KLATSCHMOHN, and then talking 

and socializing with the festival organizers, actors, ballet troupe and volunteers.

https://projekttheater-klatschmohn.de
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Experience and discover Hannover sitting in a wheelchair. Experience 
handicap, change perspectives.

The group experienced and discovered Hanover in a wheelchair. The goal of our visit was to familiarize our-
selves with the work of all the services in the Center, but above all to learn the methods and acquire the skills so that 
we can “experience” the handicap as well, driving around Hanover Park in the center of the city.
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The “fight” against discrimination against albino children in Malawi
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We attended a great presentation about an informal program, which is implemented in German schools called 
“Let’s take a stand against bullying”, whose goal is to prevent peer abuse and provide support, i.e. education on how 
to ask for support.
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Joint final evaluation of the group dynamics, the program, the joint project work during the exchange

Exchange about personal highlights
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One of the activities was an interview exercise
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Willkomen in Herrenhausen
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Continuation of work in Serbia
“Kragujevacke novine” published an article about the project “Inclusion goes Media”
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The participants wrote about the project activities in Germany on their fb profiles
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All the posts of young people on social networks are very affirmative an creative
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The first presentation of the study trip “Inclusion in Hanover” in Germany

July 22, 2022, Kragujevac Red Cross

After the study trip “Inclusion in Hanover” in Germany, which took place on 1-12 June 2022, in the 
premises of the Kragujevac Red Cross, for representatives of the Kragujevac association of persons 
with disabilities, a presentation was shown this time.

Secretary of the Kragujevac Red Cross, Nevenka Bogdanović, together with other members of this 
trip, spoke about the impressions and experiences they had in Hanover.

After a two-year break due to the covid-19 pandemic, the project of the Erasmus Plus program fund-
ed by the European Union - “Inclusion and Journalism” has continued.

The main goal of the trip is to get to know the approach to inclusion as implemented in German soci-
ety.

Twelve young people from Kragujevac were able to see first-hand how the inclusion festival is orga-
nized, how associations function, participated in workshops, and socialized with the hosts.

Ten people from Kragujevac, among them two athletes who play table tennis and archery, as well as a 
young fisherman, made up this year’s group of visitors to Hanover.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMncFRegOOA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMncFRegOOA  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMncFRegOOA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMncFRegOOA  
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Our volunteers provided support at the national para-archery championship organized by the “Oko 
sokolovo” archery club.
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Thank-you note received from “Oko sokolovo” archery club
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Two female volunteers were guests on the local RTK television, where they spoke about the projects 
of the Red Cross and the Janun organization, and the ways in which we can make the everyday lives 
of people with disabilities easier.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqNT722NPXo 

(6:00-18:54)

In the occasion of the International Day of Tolerance, the Center for Independent Living of Persons 
with Disabilities Kragujevac organized an Open Day at the premises of the Red Cross. The goal is to 
raise the awareness of young people, in order to accept diversity and develop tolerance towards peo-
ple with disabilities. Prizes were awarded to the participants of the art and literary con course “Equal-
ly Different”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fm0eP4O2SQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqNT722NPXo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fm0eP4O2SQ
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In an action organized by the Center for Independent Living of Persons with Disabilities, young vol-
unteers supported the project “Let’s get to know each other” and helped fill out a questionnaire in 
which fellow citizens could express their opinion on the issue of persons with disabilities.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIipcdDNOjE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIipcdDNOjE
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Experiences from Hannover on the streets of Kragujevac
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Thank-you note received from “Center for independent living”
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The “Male Pčelice” Adult Welfare Institution in Kragujevac is a social protection institution intended for 
the accommodation of adults with severe and severe mental retardation and for the accommodation 
of mentally ill persons.

The Kragujevac Red Cross donated a weaving loom to the institution “Male Pčelice”, which the users 
of this institution use for occupational therapy.

Folklore group of users of the institution “Male Pčelice”

Chorus of users of the institution “Male Pčelice”

https://www.malepcelice.org.rs/

https://www.malepcelice.org.rs/
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Greeting card made by users of the mental disorder fund
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At the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the “Male pčelice” Institute, Nevenka Bogdanović, sec-
retary of the Kragujevac Red Cross, was presented with a certificate of appreciation for long-term 
cooperation
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Celebrating 50 years of existence of the Institute “Male Pčelice”. Winners of the Acknowledgments

The Minister of Labour, Employment, Veterans and Social Affairs, Nikola Selaković and the Mayor of 
Kragujevac, Nikola Dašić, sing together with the users of the center for mental disorders.
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On November 16, we marked the International Day of Tolerance by hanging out with children with 
mental problems from the school “Vukašin Marković”. 
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Friendship tree
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Young people continued to socialize and sensitize their environment about inclusion

Conclusion
It is necessary for esperts from Hanover o come to Kragujevac and give advice and 

recommendations on the spot regarding the improvement of inclusion



This publication on website ckkg.org.rs

https://ckkg.org.rs/%d0%bf%d1%83%d0%b1%d0%bb%d0%b8%d0%ba%d0%b0%d1%86%d0%b8%d1%98%d0%b5/

